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MOORFIELDS EYE HOSPITAL NHS FOUNDATION TRUST 

  BOARD MEETING – 26 February 2015 

Chief Executive’s Report 
 

1. Matters considered by the Trust Management Board (TMB) 
TMB has met once since my last report to the Trust Board. I was on annual leave at the 
time of the January TMB, which Mary Sherry chaired on my behalf. The key items 
discussed, not including the routine performance reports, are set out below: 

 
a. Annual Planning for 2015/16: Steve Davies provided the wider planning context for 

2015/16 including the five year forward view produced by NHS England, the outcomes 
of the Dalton review published in December 2014 and Monitor’s planning guidance. 
TMB also received and discussed the proposed corporate priorities for 2015/16 & 
2016/17. Steve also provided a detailed view of the financial planning considerations 
for 2015/16. These will feature as discussion points under the Annual Plan item on 
today’s Board agenda. 
 

b. Moorfields Way commitments: Sally Storey briefed TMB about progress with the 
development of the Moorfields Way commitments. This forms an item on the February 
Trust Board agenda.   

 
c. Potters Bar Medical Retina business case: TMB agreed this business case to 

provide a new MR/intravitreal service at Potters Bar, with an anticipated start date in 
the summer. 

 

d. Progress in developing a new virtual clinic model: Aachal Kotecha, principal 
optometrist, gave a presentation about progress with the introduction of new 
technician-led screening and stable monitoring clinics for glaucoma and MR patients. 
These clinics are providing a much improved patient experience, including a shorter 
patient journey time. They also make good use of the available clinic space. The new 
clinics are (probably inappropriately) described as ‘virtual’ because patients do not see 
a doctor at the time of their clinic appointment.  

 

e. Theatres refurbishment plan: Mary Sherry updated TMB about this important project 
and she will also provide an update to the Trust Board. 

 
f. CQC inspection of Hinchingbrooke Hospital: A clinical colleague of Melanie 

Hingorani provided an insightful perspective of Hinchingbrooke Hospital’s tough recent 
CQC inspection, which provided many learning points for Moorfields. 
 

g. Moorfields’ preparation for its next CQC inspection: Following on from 
Hinchingbrooke’s presentation, Melanie Hingorani and Ian Tombleson gave a 
presentation about how Moorfields is preparing for its next Trust-wide inspection, which 
is expected to take place before the end of the calendar year. Our aim will be to 
achieve an ‘outstanding’ rating, a significant challenge in view of the fact that only one 
hospital has so far achieved this. 
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2. Matters considered by the Management Executive (ME) 
Three meetings of ME have taken place since my last report to the Board. The main 
matters discussed are set out below:  

 
a. RTT18 performance: ME discussed RTT18 and noted the good progress in 

December and January. Because the position is now more stable, reporting to ME has 
moved to an exception basis only. 
 

b. Theatres refurbishment plans: ME has been discussing the plans for the imminent 
City Road theatres refurbishment programme at every meeting. Mary Sherry will 
provide an update for the Board at this meeting.  

 
c. Picker Institute outpatient and daycase surveys: Tracy Luckett briefed ME on the 

outcomes of these two surveys, commissioned specifically for Moorfields. Tracy 
explained that the learning points from them are being taken forward mainly through 
the clinical directorate management teams, overseen by the Patient Experience 
Committee. Consideration is being given to whether these surveys continue to provide 
new and useful insights for managers and clinicians or whether a fresh approach might 
be needed going forward. 

 
d. Interim Chief Information Officer (CIO) arrangements: Charles Nall reported that 

the process for finding a permanent CIO had commenced and it is hoped the new 
person will be able to start in the summer. Owen Brady will be leaving Moorfields for 
his next assignment at the end of March and temporary arrangements to cover the 
CIO post’s responsibilities will be put in place following Owen’s departure. 

 

e. Hamad Medical Corporation (HMC) in Qatar: Steve Davies reported that he had 
submitted an application for Moorfields to be included as a provider of clinical 
consultancy services to HMC under a framework agreement, following an invitation by 
HMC to do so.  

 

f. Nursing revalidation pilot: Tracy Luckett informed ME that Moorfields would be one 
of four London Trusts piloting this new process, which will be introduced nationwide 
during 2015/16. 

 

g. Strategic options for OpenEyes: ME spent a substantial amount of time considering 
the future direction and management of OpenEyes. TMB will also be considering this 
at its meeting on 24 February, prior to March’s Strategy and Investment Committee 
meeting, with a view to having this as an agenda item at March’s Trust Board meeting. 

 

h. Medical records compliance deep dive review: ME briefly considered the outcomes 
of the medical records compliance deep dive review, ahead of substantive 
consideration of it at the Quality and Safety Committee on 27 February. As Phil Luthert 
has previously explained, this new approach, led by the compliance function, is very 
rigorous and has been developed to support improvement and learning across the 
organisation. ME identified the need for a full management response, which will also 
need to be presented to the Quality and Safety Committee. 
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i. Corporate priorities for 2015/16 and 2016/17: ME spent further time refining MEH’s 
proposed corporate priorities, which Board members will have an opportunity to 
discuss as part of its consideration of the 2015/16 Annual Plan. 

 

j. Mandatory training: ME reviewed the latest mandatory training statistics, which still 
suffer from problems of data accuracy and show a mixed compliance picture. The 
Board will receive a detailed report on mandatory training once these data issues have 
been resolved, anticipated to be in April. 

 
3. Other matters of note 

Moorfields annual nursing conference: Tracy Luckett organised another excellent 
nursing conference, which took place on 13 February, the first part of which I attended. 
The conference focussed on the very good progress made over the past two years in 
implementing the nursing strategy, and the priorities going forward. Tracy will provide 
further detail about the conference at the Board meeting if needed. 
 
The nursing conference took place on the same day as the Moorfields Alumni Day, 
which was also regarded as a success. I will ask Declan to say a few words about this at 
the Board meeting. 

 
4. Senior appointments and departures 

Interviews for Rob Elek’s replacement as Director of Strategy and Business Development 
took place on 12 February. I will advise the Board of the outcome of the interviews as soon 
as I am able to, hopefully no later than at the Board meeting itself. 
 
Interviews for a new NED, to replace Sir Roger Jackling, will take place on the afternoon of 
26 February. 
 

 
 

John Pelly 
Chief Executive 


